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Smith's Guide to Habeas Corpus Relief provides a complete reference for the entire process of filing

Habeas Corpus appeals for state prisoners. It includes example documents and full information on

time limits for every step of the process. Designed to be used by prisoners working on their own

behalf, it also serves as a guide to monitor the progress and diligence of attorneys working for

prisoners who may be less attentive to deadlines than desired. Blank forms and fully-detailed

example forms are included. Step by step instructions walk anyone through the process from start,

to the last form and addendum to be sent to the US. Supreme Court.
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For any state prisoner about to enter the complicated, confusing world of the federal courts to see

relief from an unconstitutional conviction, I cannot recommend this book enough. A couple of other

options exist in the marketplace, but only Smith's Guide to Habeas Corpus offers the combination of

expertise, thoroughness, and value that makes it a must-have for the incarcerated pro se

litigant.Ordinarily I don't put much stock in jailhouse attorneys. Z.A. Smith however, gets my praise.

He has a well-deserved reputation as a first-rate litigator, having won innumerable judgments for the

many individuals he has worked for over the years. When the attorney hired to handle my own

federal habeas filing dropped my case without warning (and with a deadline looming). Smith put

everything he had into salvaging the wreck left by that attorney. So impressive was his knowledge,

and so admirable his commitment to righting judicial wrongs, that I asked him to appy his rowess to

my U.S. Supreme Court petition for a writ of certiorari as well.Buying a copy of Smith's Guide to



Habeas Corpus is the next-best thing to having Smith personally working on your case. I wish he

had written this book years ago, before that shady lawyer ripped me off â€” I'd have happily let Smith

guide me throught the courts, instead.

This is a great book but there is a catch. The problem is that this book keeps you in statutory civil

courts that are also known as the corporate kangaroo courts where the judges take an oath to

uphold the corporate constitution and not the constitution Of the People guaranteeing your rights as

a sovereign. The constitution the average American is thinking of is written in common law language

and so must be upheld in a common law court of record where the prosecution or the person

suffering damages will be in charge of the court not the judge or attorneys. See your state

constitution on courts of record. Habeas corpus is a priviledge that the federal government tries to

regulate, no right or priviledge can be regulated by any government. The servant can not control the

master. the People protected by and creators of the constitution and government can not be

controlled by it, just as you, a man can not control your God. The government has no rights and

codes, statutes, regulations are not for you because you are not the servant. The writer of this book

uses codes but that puts him in the statutory courts, he could have done this much easier and

quicker without worry if the statute of limitations is up because in common law there are no

limitations to your ability to receive a redress of your grievance. No servant government can tell its

master that he has a time frame to receive a redress of his rights that were abused! I also hope that

he sues all those personally as well as their bonds for just compensation of his rights that have been

violated.

Excellent resource even for Attorney's! Well researched and well written! Every Prison Library

should have several of these books and every practicing defense attorney should own this,

especially those who THINK they know everything about HCs!

Ever thing was great thank you for checking. I will surly let others know how great everything was so

once again thank you.

Excellent! This is an exceptional book explaning everything you would ever want to know about

Habeas Corpus. The book was shipped immediately and in new condition; very pleased A

++++++++++



My Fiancee is in prison and this book gave him many helpful answers that he needed for himself

and others that he helps.
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